Relationship between spatially heterogeneous reaction dynamics and photochemical kinetics in single crystals of anthracene derivatives†
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Understanding physicochemical property changes based on reaction kinetics is required to design materials exhibiting desired functions at arbitrary timings. In this work, we investigated the photodimerization of anthracene derivatives in single crystals. Single crystals of 9-cyanoanthracene (9CA) and 9-anthraldehyde (9AA) exhibited reaction front propagation on the optical length scale, while 9-methylanthracene and 9-acetylanthracene crystals underwent spatially homogeneous conversion. Moreover, the sigmoidal behavior in the absorbance change associated with the reaction was much pronounced in the case of 9CA and 9AA and correlated with the observation of heterogeneous reaction progress. A kinetic analysis based on the Finke–Watzky model showed that the effective quantum yield of the photochemical reaction changes by more than an order of magnitude during the course of the reaction in 9CA and 9AA. Both the reaction front propagation and nonlinear kinetic behavior could be rationalized in terms of the difference in the cooperativity of the reactions. We propose a plausible mechanism for the heterogeneous reaction progress in single crystals that depends on the magnitude of the conformational change required for reaction. Our results provide useful information to understand the connection between photochemical reaction progress in the crystalline phase and the dynamic changes in the physicochemical properties.

Introduction

In recent years, stimuli-responsive organic crystals that exhibit functions such as fluorescence color change,1,2 superelasticity,3,4 self-healing,5–8 and gas adsorption/desorption9 in response to external stimuli have been attracting attention as next-generation functional materials.10–11 Changes in the physical properties of stimuli-responsive crystalline materials are generally brought about by changes in the molecular structure or crystal packing.12–14 These structural changes can be accurately determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD) measurements, which provide molecular-level insight into why changes in physicochemical property occur.14–17 However, this method only captures the “static” state before and after the structural change and it is generally difficult to capture the “dynamic” changes. In order to design stimuli-responsive organic crystals that exhibit desired functions at arbitrary timings, it is necessary to understand how reaction dynamics in crystals give rise to changes in physical properties.

Reactions in the crystalline state often show different behavior from those in solution.18–21 This is because the molecule in the crystalline state is surrounded by many other molecules and intermolecular interactions with its neighbors exert a strong influence on its dynamics. This situation is significantly different from the solution state where molecules evolve independently. For the purposes of this paper, a cooperative process is one in which the reactant–product interactions are strong enough to give rise to a measurable deviation from the exponential behavior observed for molecules reacting independently in dilute solution.22 As an example, in the case of the [2 + 2] photodimerization reaction of cinnamic acid crystals, the reaction does not progress much immediately after the start of photoirradiation, but once the reaction starts, the reaction progresses rapidly.23 This is due to the cooperative effects that cause reactant molecules around the products to become more reactive. In these cases, the plot of the conversion ratio from the reactant to the product relative to the irradiation time shows a sigmoidal curve.23 To correctly analyze changes in solid-state properties, kinetic analysis of reactions using theoretical
models incorporating cooperative reaction processes is essential.

We recently investigated the photochemical reaction kinetics of 9-methylanthracene (9MA) in the crystalline phase where it undergoes photodimerization.24 Interestingly, the photochemical kinetics of 9MA in single crystals were close to exponential while those for polycrystalline samples had a pronounced sigmoidal behavior, which is presumably due to the difference in crystal defects. The extended Finke–Watzky (FW) model that we have developed reproduced both regimes in terms of an effective quantum yield that depends on reaction progress. This approach provides a way to quantify the cooperativity of the photochemical reactions in the crystalline state. Furthermore, in the course of study on the photochemical reaction dynamics in organic molecular single crystals, we found that the photochemical reaction of 2,5-distyrylpyrazine (DSP) in single crystals proceeds from the edge to the center of the crystal.25 Namely, the photochemical reaction of DSP proceeds heterogeneously on length scales that can be resolved by optical microscopy, typically on the order of 1 micron, in contrast to photochemical reactions in single crystals that proceed homogeneously on such optical length scales. Heterogeneous reaction dynamics have been observed in the context of thermal polymorphic transitions,26–29 but have only recently been demonstrated for photochemical reactions. However, it remains unclear what factors cause a photochemical reaction to be heterogeneous on the optical length scale.

The observation of cooperative reaction kinetics (in the form of sigmoidal time behavior) and spatial reaction front propagation raises the question of whether these two phenomena are related. To address this issue, in this work we measure both the photochemical kinetics on the molecular scale and the progress of the photochemical reaction on the optical length scale for single crystals composed of anthracene derivatives. 9MA, 9-acetylanthracene (9AcA), 9-cyanoanthracene (9CA), and 9-antraldehyde (9AA) are selected as the candidates (Fig. 1). The spatial progress of the photochemical reaction, observed under crossed Nicols using a polarized optical microscope, shows different behaviors depending on the compounds. The photochemical kinetic analysis for the change in the absorbance using the extended FW model reveals that the cooperative effect also depends greatly on the compounds. We find that the magnitude of the molecular conformational change associated with the photochemical reaction in crystals strongly correlates with both cooperative reaction kinetics and the observation of heterogeneous reaction dynamics on the optical length scale. The observation that different crystal packing motifs can give rise to very different kinetic behaviors provides a dramatic example of a novel solid-state structure–function relationship.

### Experimental

#### Materials

9MA and 9AA were purchased from TCI and used as received. 9AcA and 9CA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received.

#### Preparation of single crystals

The single crystals of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA were prepared as follows. As for 9MA and 9AcA, the compounds were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF). Then, the solution was dropped onto water on a slide glass. After evaporation of THF and water in the dark, single crystals were obtained. In the case of 9CA and 9AA, the compounds were dissolved in THF. Then, the solution was mixed with water in a Petri dish. Then, it was left undisturbed in the dark, resulting in the crystallization due to the evaporation of THF. The face indices of the samples were determined by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) measurement using a Rigaku MiniFlex 600 diffractometer employing CuKα radiation (λ = 1.54184 Å).

#### Microscopic observation of crystals

Optical microphotographs of interference color under crossed Nicols were obtained using a Nikon ECLIPSE E600POL or an Olympus BX53-P polarizing optical microscope equipped with a video camera system. Polarized absorption spectra were measured using the polarizing optical microscope equipped with a EBA JAPAN NH-2DK hyperspectral camera. The hyperspectral camera is capable of acquiring spectral information for each pixel of the captured image, but we used information averaged over about 2 μm² to reduce errors. Light irradiation of the crystals was carried out using a super high-pressure mercury lamp (100 W; bandpass filter (405 nm light excitation)) attached to the polarizing optical microscope. The 405 nm light was applied to the entire crystal with uniform intensity. The power of the light irradiation was measured using a THORLABS PM160 optical power meter. The crystal thickness was measured using a KEYENCE VK-8700 laser scanning microscope. The interference color change accompanying the birefringence change was observed under crossed Nicols.

---

**Fig. 1** Photodimerization reaction of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA in the crystalline phase. (a) The photodimerization proceeds in a topotactic manner. (b) The photodimerization involves large molecular conformational changes.
Results and discussion

Progress of the photochemical reaction on the optical length scale

First, the single crystals of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA were prepared by the procedures described in the Experimental section. The crystal thickness of the samples was in the range 1.0–3.0 μm as shown in Fig. S1.† Then, PXRD measurements were performed to characterize the molecular orientation of the single crystals (Fig. S2†). From the comparison of the experimental peaks with the calculated patterns using the CIF files (CCDC No. 1209376, 1139795, 1127855, 1103100) obtained by SCXRD measurements,20–33 the observed faces of the single crystals were determined to be the (100), (10-1), (120), and (002) faces for 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA, respectively (Fig. S3†).

Next, we observed the single crystals of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA under crossed Nicols using a polarized microscope (Fig. 2 and Movies S1–S4†). Before photoirradiation, the single crystals exhibited an interference color originating from the birefringence. The birefringence change is very sensitive to the photochemical reactions and proportional to the fractional conversion to the photoproducts. Therefore, observation of birefringence change during the reaction provides information about the spatial progress of the photochemical reaction.24,34,35 Upon irradiation with 405 nm light, the interference color changed as the photodimerization reaction proceeds. Interestingly, we found that there are two types of reaction progress. In the case of 9MA and 9AcA, the interference color changed uniformly across the entire crystal, i.e. homogeneously on the optical length scale. In contrast, the change in the interference color started from the edge to the center of the crystal in the case of 9CA and 9AA, indicating that the photodimerization reaction proceeded heterogeneously on the optical length scale. Note that the interference color of the single crystals of 9CA and 9AA became dark after completion of the photoreaction due to the loss of the crystallinity. In addition, we investigated the change in fluorescence intensity during photodimerization. In the case of 9MA and 9AcA, the fluorescence intensity decrease was spatially homogeneous (Movies S5 and S6†), while for 9CA and 9AA there was a clear phase front (Movies S7 and S8†). For both sets of molecules, the fluorescence evolution mirrored the change in birefringence. Thus, it was revealed that the progress of the photochemical reaction on the optical length scale depends on the compounds.

Photochemical reaction kinetics on the molecular scale

The absorbance changes due to the photodimerization reaction in single crystals of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA were investigated using a hyperspectral camera that allows us to measure the absorbance changes at different spots in a single crystal. In all samples, the averaged absorbance across single crystals decreased as the photodimerization reaction proceeded (Fig. 3a–d). This is because the dimerization reaction destroys the conjugation of the anthracene ring.26–30 Fig. 3e–h show the averaged absorbance decay profiles of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA upon photoirradiation. In all cases, the decay profiles show some sigmoidal character, but those of 9CA and 9AA are much pronounced than those of 9MA and 9AcA. This suggests that the cooperative effect varies widely among the compounds.

Furthermore, the absorbance decay profiles at different spatial locations in single crystals were also different depending on the compounds. In the case of 9MA and 9AcA, the absorbance change for separate spots across a single crystal were almost the same (Fig. 4a and b), whereas the absorbance attenuates first at the edges of the crystal in the case of 9CA and 9AA (Fig. 4c and d). This agrees with the results of the observation of interference color changes described above. In this way, from the results of absorbance changes at different spots, it was also confirmed that the photochemical reaction proceeds homogeneously on the optical length scale in the single crystals of 9MA and 9AcA but proceeds heterogeneously in single crystals of 9CA and 9AA.

To quantitatively analyze the absorbance decay profiles, we first applied the commonly used JMAK equation (Johnson–Mehl–Avrami–Kolmogorov)27–40 (eqn (1))

\[
f = 1 - e^{-kt^n}
\]

where \( f \) is the conversion ratio, \( k \) is the reaction rate constant, \( t \) is the irradiation time, and \( n \) is the Avrami exponent. \( n \) takes...
a value ranging from 0 to 4. \( n = 1 \) corresponds to normal exponential behavior, while \( n < 1 \) indicates autoinhibitory kinetics and \( n > 1 \) indicates autocatalytic kinetics. \( n \neq 1 \) is a signature of cooperative kinetics and the larger the deviation, the greater the cooperativity.

Fig. S4–S6† show the results of the fitting of the change in conversion calculated from absorbance decay profiles of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA with eqn (1). Note that the averaged absorbance across single crystals was used for the fitting and the fitting was performed 3 times using different samples. The parameters used for the fitting are summarized in Table 1. Fig. S7–S9† show the results of the fitting of absorbance decay in different single crystals of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA. The \( n \) value ranged from 1.6–2.0 for 9MA, 1.8–2.2 for 9AcA, 2.4–2.9 for 9CA, and 2.8–3.2 for 9AA. The value of \( n \) increased sharply for 9CA and 9AA. Therefore, it can be said that the single crystals of 9AA and 9CA have a more pronounced cooperativity than those of 9AcA and 9MA.

Next, to get more insights from the viewpoint of photochemistry, we applied the extended FW model that we developed previously.41,42 The extended FW model consists of four elementary reactions if A represents the monomer pair, and B the photodimer (eqn (2a)–(2d)).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{A} &\rightarrow \text{A}^* \\
\text{A}^* &\rightarrow \text{A} \\
\text{A}^* + \text{A} &\rightarrow \text{B} + \text{A} \\
\text{A}^* + \text{B} &\rightarrow \text{B} + \text{B}
\end{align*}
\]

(a) Decrease in the averaged absorbance across single crystals due to the photodimerization upon irradiation with 405 nm light for (a) 9MA, (b) 9AcA, (c) 9CA, and (d) 9AA. The absorbance decay profiles versus irradiation time for (e) 9MA, (f) 9AcA, (g) 9CA, and (h) 9AA, showing different sigmoidal behaviors depending on the compound.

(b) Fig. 3

(c) Fig. 4

Table 1  Summary of the constants obtained by fitting of the absorbance decay using eqn (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>( k \ (s^{-1}) )</th>
<th>( n )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9MA</td>
<td>0.221</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.156</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9AcA</td>
<td>0.211</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9CA</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9AA</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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where $\sigma$ is the absorption cross section at the excitation wavelength (cm$^2$ per molecule), $I$ is the monochromatic light intensity (photons per cm$^2$ per s), $k_{ex}$ is the relaxation rate constant of A to the ground state (s$^{-1}$), $k_1$ and $k_2$ are the rate constants (nm$^2$ per molecule per s) of the reactions that are affected by A and B, respectively. As reported in our previous work, based on these elementary reactions, we can finally obtain an equation to fit the measured Abs(t) curves:

$$\frac{d \text{Abs}}{dt} = -\frac{\sigma I_0}{\ln(10)} \left(1 - 10^{-\text{Abs}}\right) \left(\frac{\text{Abs}}{\text{Abs}_0 + \beta \left(1 - \frac{\text{Abs}}{\text{Abs}_0}\right)}\right)^{\alpha}$$

(3)

where $\alpha = k_{ex}k_1[A]_0$, $\beta = k_2/k_1$, Abs is the monomer absorbance at the excitation wavelength, Abs$_0$ is the initial absorbance at the excitation wavelength, and $[A]_0$ is the initial monomer pair concentration (molecule per nm$^3$). Fitting the experimental data using eqn (3) yields the constants $\alpha$ and $\beta$. From these values, we can extract the effective quantum yields, which is a quantity interpretable from photochemistry standard concepts, using following equations,

$$\Phi_1 = \frac{k_1[A]}{k_{ex} + k_1[A] + k_2[B]} = \frac{1 - f}{\alpha + 1 - f + \beta f}$$

(4a)

$$\Phi_2 = \frac{k_2[B]}{k_{ex} + k_1[A] + k_2[B]} = \frac{\beta f}{\alpha + 1 - f + \beta f}$$

(4b)

where $f = ([A]_0 - [A])/[A]_0 = [B]/[A]_0$ is the fraction of crystal converted to photodimer. Note that $\Phi_1$ and $\Phi_2$ depend on the dimer fraction $f$. The total quantum yield $\Phi_{1+2}$ related to the photoreaction can be described by,

$$\Phi_{1+2} = \Phi_1 + \Phi_2 = \frac{1 - f + \beta f}{\alpha + 1 - f + \beta f}$$

(5)

Note that if $\beta = 1$, $\Phi_{1+2}$ does not depend on $f$. Furthermore, as reported in our previous study, the $\Phi_{1+2,f=0}/\Phi_{1+2,f=0}$ is a useful quantity to parameterize the decay shape. When the value is relatively large, the curves have a definite induction period. On the other hand, as the ratio approaches unity, the curves are closer to single exponential. Therefore, we can evaluate the cooperativity quantitatively using the value of $\Phi_{1+2,f=0}/\Phi_{1+2,f=0}$.

Fig. S7–S9† show the results of the fitting of absorbance decay profiles in single crystals of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA with eqn (3). Note that the averaged absorbance across single crystals was used for the fitting and the fitting was performed 3 times using different samples. The parameters used for the fitting are summarized in Table 2. The $\Phi_{1+2,f=1}/\Phi_{1+2,f=0}$ was in the range 2.8–4.6 for 9MA, 7.8–8.9 for 9AcA, 30.7–41.4 for 9CA, and 77.1–84.9 for 9AA. Thus, the value of $\Phi_{1+2,f=1}/\Phi_{1+2,f=0}$ increased in the order of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA. This agrees with the results of the fitting using JMAK equation. Note that this trend holds for any value of $\sigma$ in the range $1.5 \times 10^{-18}$ to $1.5 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$ per molecule, so it does not rely on the exact value of the absorption cross-section, which has some uncertainty. This analysis is more complicated than the JMAK model but provides additional parameters with clear chemical meaning. The data in Table 2 show that there is a dramatic difference between the 9MA/9AcA crystals and the 9CA/9AA crystals. In the latter crystals, the effective quantum yield increases by more than an order of magnitude as the reaction proceeds.

### Physical origin of cooperative reaction kinetics and spatially heterogeneous photochemical reactions

All crystals studied here exhibit some degree of cooperative kinetics in which the rate speeds up as the reaction proceeds. One possible explanation for this speed up could be photothermal heating that raises the crystal temperature during the illumination period. However, these crystals are only a few microns thick and are adhered to a thick glass substrate that acts as a heat sink. If we assume a thermal diffusivity of $10^{-7}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$, heat transfer across the crystal thickness occurs within milliseconds. Given the reactions occur on timescales of seconds, it is unlikely that non-equilibrated thermal gradients could build up during the observation period. It is also not clear why photothermal effects would be more pronounced for 9CA and 9AA as compared to 9MA and 9AcA. However, it would be interesting for future studies to investigate how the temperature (or heat) affects the reaction rate.

To explain why the progress of the photochemical reaction on the optical length scale varies with compound, we instead focus on the molecular conformational change associated with the photodimerization reaction. In previous studies, the molecular structure and packing before and after the photodimerization reaction of 9MA, 9AcA, 9CA, and 9AA have been already reported.44–46 In the case of 9MA and 9AcA, they undergo a typical topotactic photodimerization reaction maintaining the head-to-tail packing of the monomer pair (Fig. 1a). On the other hand, 9CA and 9AA undergo an unusual photodimerization (non-topotactic) reaction that requires a large molecular conformational change from head-to-head to head-to-tail packing (Fig. 1b).47–48 It is not clear why the different substituents lead to different initial packing motifs, but we suspect that these motifs require large conformational changes for the 9CA and 9AA dimerization reactions, giving rise to their highly heterogeneous reaction kinetics.

We know that at least one 9CA/9AA molecule must flip in order to adopt the head-to-tail configuration that permits the photodimerization to occur. This can happen at defect sites, or in regions where the barrier to this flipping is much lower. Both of these conditions are more likely to occur at the crystal surface. The interior of the crystal is densely packed with monomer pairs, so dimerization requiring a large structural change, like the case of 9CA and 9AA, is unlikely to occur. Then, the dimerization of monomer pairs on the crystal surface results in the increase of the free volume of the surrounding monomer pairs, facilitating the dimerization reaction. By a series of such reactions, the photoreaction proceeds sequentially from the edge to the center of the crystal (Fig. 5). 9MA and 9AcA, on the other hand, have a head-to-tail packing that positions the molecules for facile photodimerization, so reactions in the interior occur at the same rate as those at the edges, leading to a spatially homogeneous transformation.
Table 2  Summary of the constants obtained by fitting of the absorbance decay using eqn (3)\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{1,f=0}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{2,f=0}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{1,f=1}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{2,f=1}$</th>
<th>$\Phi_{1+2,f=1}/\Phi_{1+2,f=0}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9MA$^b$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9AcA$^b$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>0.0900</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>0.0907</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>0.0802</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9CA$^c$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$5.8 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>$7.1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$4.6 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>$8.6 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$3.5 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>$8.9 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9AA$^c$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>$7.9 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>$8.3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>$6.4 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^3$</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>$9.7 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>$8.2 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>84.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} $\sigma$ was set to $1.5 \times 10^{-17}$ cm$^2$ per molecule. \textsuperscript{b} $I_0$ was $3.9 \times 10^{16}$ photons per cm per s. \textsuperscript{c} $I_0$ was $2.7 \times 10^{19}$ photons per cm per s. \textsuperscript{d} $I_0$ was $1.8 \times 10^{17}$ photons per cm per s.

The induced defect mechanism for heterogeneous reaction dynamics can also qualitatively explain the dependence of the reaction yield on reaction progress (Table 2). If the reaction requires large rearrangements within a pristine crystal, then at the start of the reaction most of the incoming photons are “wasted” after being absorbed by molecules that cannot dimerize. Once a significant fraction has reacted and disrupted the original head-to-head lattice, molecular rotation and defects will become more widespread, and an excited molecule will be more likely to have the opportunity to dimerize. Therefore, both 9CA and 9AA, which are already well-positioned for dimerization by the head-to-tail crystal packing, but still benefit from the reaction-induced strain as the reaction proceeds. Interestingly, we found earlier that high defect densities in polycrystalline 9MA could actually slow down the reaction and lead to more sigmoidal kinetics.\textsuperscript{24}

In that case, static structural disorder probably leads to misaligned 9MA pairs that must reconfigure to react, similar to the ordered packing in 9CA and 9AA, and thus leads to similar sigmoidal kinetics as well.

The results here suggest that molecular packing can be used not just to optimize the static properties of the crystalline solid (elastic modulus, conductivity) but also its dynamic behavior. This could be useful for designing stimuli-responsive materials.

For example, in photomechanical crystals, the deformation is proportional to the fraction of reacted molecules. Crystals like 9MA and 9AcA, in which the molecules are pre-positioned for photodimerization, will change shape uniformly during the illumination. 9CA and 9AcA crystals, on the other hand, will require an induction period before such shape changes can occur because the build-up of product molecules requires more time. This type of delayed response could be useful to reduce the sensitivity to stray light or provide a photonic threshold for a photomechanical shape change. On the other hand, if we desire the photomechanical response to be strictly proportional to the photon dose, 9MA and 9AcA might be better candidates.

Our correlation of nonclassical kinetics and spatially heterogeneous reaction progress suggests several future research directions. First, it would be interesting to examine in greater detail what kind of molecular conformational changes give rise to the heterogeneous photochemical reaction progress. This would require investigating other types of photoresponsive molecular single crystals to determine the generality of this phenomenon. Eventually, we would like to develop a theoretical model capable of predicting both how the quantum yield evolves during the reaction and how this evolution gives rise to the heterogeneous reaction dynamics.

**Conclusions**

In this study, we compared and evaluated the reaction progress on the optical length scale and the photochemical reaction kinetics on the molecular scale in single crystals of four anthracene derivatives with different substituents at the 9-position. From the changes in birefringence of single crystals upon photolysis, it was confirmed that in 9MA and 9AcA, the photochemical reaction takes place homogeneously throughout the crystal, but in 9AA and 9CA, the photochemical reaction propagates from the edges to the center. Furthermore, the change in absorbance versus time showed different sigmoidal curves depending on the compound. Quantitative analysis of the absorbance decay profiles revealed that 9AA and 9CA have a more pronounced cooperativity in the...
photoreaction than those of 9AcA and 9MA. These results can be attributed to differences in the degree of molecular conformational and packing changes required for photodimerization. Namely, when the photodimerization reaction does not require large molecular packing changes (9MA and 9AcA), the photochemical reaction proceeds homogeneously throughout the crystal on the optical length scale and the photochemical reaction kinetics are close to first-order (exponential). In contrast, when the photodimerization reaction requires large molecular packing changes (9CA and 9AA), the photochemical reaction proceeds heterogeneously on the optical length scale (i.e., the photochemical reaction propagates from the edge toward the center of the crystal). This is due to the high reactivity at the crystal surface and the high cooperativity required for the photochemical reaction. Going forward, it will be important to determine what fraction of solid-state reactions support spatially heterogeneous reaction kinetics, because they may give rise to qualitatively new behavior. For example, our results suggest that it may be possible to design materials exhibiting desired functions at arbitrary timings after a stimulus is applied.
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